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Abstract
Why do states ever form military alliances with unreliable partners? States sign offensive and defensive military alliances to increase their fighting capabilities in the event of a conflict and as a signal to deter potential aggressors from initiating a crisis. Yet, signing an alliance with an unreliable partner is at odds with both of these rationales. This should be particularly concerning for peace scholars and policymakers, since the uncertainty generated by unreliable partners may increase system-wide conflict. This article provides an answer to this puzzle by arguing that states continue to form alliances with unreliable partners because they can adopt rational portfolio-diversification strategies. Drawing on well-developed models from portfolio theory, we present evidence that states design their overall alliance portfolios to minimize the risks posed by allies with a reputation for being unreliable. Specifically, we show that unreliable allies are more likely to be pooled into multilateral alliances that dilute risk rather than bilateral alliances, and that states allied with unreliable partners form a greater number of alliances to hedge against the added risk of default. Together, our results demonstrate why unreliable partners may not lead to increased conflict initiation, while also providing a novel explanation for previously unexplained variation in the structure of alliance portfolios. The article contributes to the literatures on international reputation and the rational design of international institutions by demonstrating how international reputation matters in subtle and often overlooked ways.
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Introduction
Why do states ever form military alliances with unreliable partners? States largely sign offensive and defensive military alliances to increase their fighting capabilities in the event of a conflict (Lake, 1999). In the case of defensive alliances, states may also hope that this increased fighting capacity will deter aggressors from initiating disputes in the first place (Johnson & Leeds, 2011; Leeds, 2003; Mehta & Narang, 2018). Yet, signing an alliance with an unreliable ally is at odds with both of these rationales. First, unreliable alliance partners are, by definition, demonstrably less likely to honor their commitment in the event of a war. This risk of abandonment may nullify the benefit of an ally’s additional fighting capabilities (Snyder, 1984). Second, alliances with unreliable partners may even leave a state more vulnerable than it would have been without an alliance. This is because states often rely on the added capabilities of allies to reduce their own indigenous military expenditures...
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Such burden-sharing can be highly advantageous if a partner actually honors the alliance, but disastrous if it does not (Lake, 2009). Third, unreliable allies expose a state to all of the risk of entrapment from ‘entangling relations’, but reduce the potential benefits due to a higher risk of abandonment (Beckley, 2015; Lake, 1999; Narang & Mehta, forthcoming). Finally, allying with an unreliable partner may increase uncertainty about whether the unreliable partner will honor its commitment. Such uncertainty can lead to conflicting expectations about the strength of an alliance and increase the chance that deterrence will fail (Sagan, 1986).

These risks combine to make alliances with unreliable alliance partners particularly concerning for peace scholars and international policymakers alike. Beyond the consequences for individual states, unreliable allies serve to increase uncertainty about which acts of aggression will trigger war (Sagan, 1986). This uncertainty, in turn, may increase system-wide conflict (Fearon, 1995; LeVeck & Narang, 2017a; Narang, 2014, 2015a). And yet, despite the risks from allying with unreliable partners, previous research has demonstrated that states continue to form alliances with such states (Crescenzi et al., 2012; Gibler, 2008; LeVeck & Narang, 2017a; Mattes, 2012). Therefore, the question remains: given the potentially disastrous consequences that states risk, why do they continue to form alliance agreements with demonstrably unreliable partners?

In this article, we argue that states continue to form alliances with some unreliable allies because they can adopt rational portfolio-diversification strategies. These strategies allow states to benefit from the military capabilities of unreliable states while minimizing the risk of abandonment. Our primary theoretical innovation is to leverage well-developed models from portfolio theory (Markowitz, 1959). Using the framework of portfolio analysis, we generate testable propositions about how states structure their alliance portfolios. Specifically, we present three pieces of evidence that states design their overall alliance portfolios to minimize the risks posed by allies with a reputation for being unreliable. First, we show that unreliable allies are more likely to be pooled into multilateral alliances that distribute risk better than bilateral alliances. Second, we further show that states internally construct these multilateral alliances to reduce the trade-off between additional capabilities and additional risk of abandonment. Third, we demonstrate that states in bilateral alliances with unreliable partners also hedge against the risk of abandonment by signing a greater number of bilateral alliances.

Taken together, our results serve to demonstrate how remarkably general the Nobel prize-winning logic of portfolio theory is across domains, while also contributing to the literatures on international reputation and the rational design of international institutions (Koremenos, Lipson & Snidal, 2001; Mattes, 2012). More importantly, our theory and evidence provide an explanation for why unreliable partners may (happily) not lead to a large increase in dispute initiation throughout the international system. Since the structure of alliance portfolios is visible to other states in the international system, portfolio-diversification strategies that reduce the risk of abandonment should also increase their deterrent effect.

In addition to explaining the puzzle of unreliable allies, a second important motivation and contribution of this project is to provide a novel explanation for the structure of alliance portfolios. To date, variation in alliance portfolios has generally been used as an explanatory independent variable, rather than the phenomenon to be explained (Bennett & Stam, 2000, 2003). For decades, scholars of international relations have exploited variation across alliance portfolios as a conceptual proxy for the overall foreign policy similarity. Since Bueno de Mesquita (1975), researchers have used either Kendall’s $\tau_b$ score or Signorino & Ritter’s (1999) S-score to identify alliance clusters and to measure the extent to which those clusters overlapped or were discrete (Bueno de Mesquita, 1978, 1981, 1988; Ostrom & Aldrich, 1978; Stoll, 1984; Stoll & Champion, 1985). Alliance portfolios were thus treated as revealed preferences over security issues, as states with greater commonality in their alliance portfolios were generally assumed to have more similar security interests (Altfeld & Bueno de Mesquita, 1979).

Although useful, here we are the first to demonstrate that variation in alliance portfolios is not purely driven by foreign policy similarity, but that it also reflects attempts to mitigate the risk of abandonment in the event of war.

**Literature: The role of reputation in alliances**

Previous work has argued that alliance agreements can be usefully analogized to bonds (Conybeare, 1992; LeVeck & Narang, 2017a; Mattes, 2012). Similar to how loan applicants seek loans from potential lenders in order to increase their financial security, states in the international system seek to negotiate alliance contracts in order to increase their national security. And just as lenders must ultimately issue loans based only on the expectation that a recipient will eventually repay their debt, states in the international system must enter alliance contracts
based only on the expectation that a security commitment will eventually be fulfilled when it is invoked. These expectations matter because neither lenders nor states seeking alliances can directly observe applicants’ intentions to uphold their commitment in the future. Since potential alliance partners always have private information about their willingness and ability to honor their commitment in the future, states issuing alliances always run the risk that potential alliance partners will default on their commitment when it is no longer in their interest to comply (Altfeld & Bueno de Mesquita, 1979; Hafner-Burton, LeVeck & Victor, 2017a; Leeds, Long & Mitchell, 2000; Siverson & King, 1980; Smith 1995).

Understood this way, the exchange of security commitments thus resembles other contractual relationships in which there is incomplete information with respect to quality, where – in this case – quality can be understood as future alliance reliability (Akerlof, 1970). One potential consequence of the interaction between quality heterogeneity and incomplete information may be the disappearance of Pareto-improving agreements altogether where credible commitments are a problem. With respect to international alliances, this may produce suboptimal levels of alliance formation in cases where two or more states may otherwise benefit from cooperating.

A well-known solution to the incomplete information problem, originally proposed by Spence (1973), is for actors with private information to credibly signal their type by taking costly actions that poor-quality candidates cannot efficiently mimic. In international alliance politics, where potential alliance partners have private information about their willingness and ability to honor alliance commitments in the future, states can calculate the likelihood that a potential alliance partner is unreliable using a variety of observable indicators (costly signals) they believe to be correlated with states’ underlying reliability – the latent parameter of interest.1 By combining factors from a potential alliance partner’s past alliance behavior and current national profile, states can update their beliefs about the reliability of potential alliance partners based on costly signals they believe to be correlated with reliability to determine whether or not to issue an alliance and with what terms.

Consistent with the logic of costly signaling under incomplete information, a recent wave of alliance research has examined how states can screen potential alliance partners using past actions (or reputation) as a costly signal of reliability, or credible commitments. For example, Gibler (2008) tests whether previously violating the terms of a bilateral alliance decreases the chance that a dyad will form a future alliance. He finds that states that have honored their commitments in the past are more likely to find alliance partners in the future. LeVeck & Narang (2017a) also investigate the impact of alliance violations on future alliance activity with a more nuanced model of reputation formation that emphasizes the role of states’ beliefs. They show that past alliance violations are only useful signals of future alliance reliability conditional on whether they effectively separate reliable from unreliable allies. Mattes (2012) shows that alliance design is also motivated by reliability concerns, as previously unreliable allies lead future partners to design subsequent contracts with greater precision, issue-linkages, and military institutionalization. Finally, Crescenzi et al. (2012) also show that past alliance violations affect the probability of future alliance formation, paying particular attention to the dynamics of reputation by modeling how the effects of past violations decay over time.

Interestingly, however, while the previous literature has shown that reputation matters for the quantity and quality of future alliance commitments, researchers have yet to fully investigate how states’ perceptions of alliance reliability might affect their alliance choices at the portfolio level. Yet, we know that there is considerable variation in how countries choose to structure their overall alliance portfolios across states and over time. For example, in the period from 1919 to 2001, the average number of offensive and defensive bilateral alliances held by states in an alliance was 0.62 per year.2 However, this number varied considerably, reaching a high of 12 separate offensive and defensive bilateral alliances held in a single year by the most active state during this period (the Soviet Union in 1967 and again in 1970) to a low of 0 bilateral alliances in a single year by the least active states.3 Figure 1 illustrates this variation graphically, by plotting the distribution in the number of bilateral offensive and defensive alliances in all member-years from 1919 to 2001. Notice that states hold more than one bilateral alliance in their portfolio simultaneously only about a quarter of the time (27%).

---


2 According to the ATOP member-level data, there were a total of 467 bilateral alliances in the period 1919–2001.

3 Out of the 149 states involved in alliances, 98 have at least one year in which they are involved in only multilateral alliances and no bilateral alliances.
Additionally—as a second source of variation in alliance portfolios—states appear to differ considerably in the likelihood they will enter bilateral versus broader multilateral alliance agreements. For example, among the 535 unique military alliances active in the period 1919–2001, 467 (or 87.3%) were bilateral alliances negotiated by only two states, while 69 (or 12.7%) were multilateral alliance agreements negotiated by three or more states. However, the data suggest that a disproportionate number of the bilateral alliances were held by only a few states. Among all states actively involved in an alliance, bilateral alliances constituted, on average, only 24.5% of states’ overall alliance portfolios. This means that, for some reason, many states are much more likely to find themselves packaged in broader multilateral alliances compared to others.

Equally interesting is that the overall size of these multilateral alliance agreements—when chosen over bilateral commitments—varies dramatically. Figure 2 illustrates this variation by plotting the distribution in the number of members across multilateral alliances from 1919 to 2001. Within the 69 multilateral alliances that were either offensive or defensive in nature, the average number of members was roughly seven, but this number varied dramatically across multilateral alliances. The modal number of alliance members in this period was the minimum three, while the broadest offensive or defensive agreement—signed by the Allies during World War II from 1 January 1942 to 2 September 1945—contained 43 separate members.

In the next section, we argue that some of this variation can be explained by the risk posed by different alliance partners. In some cases, states may judge a potential ally to be too risky and decide not to ally with these potentially unreliable states. In other cases, however, states may still ally with previously unreliable states. When this occurs, states can still mitigate the risk of allying with a potentially unreliable partner by altering the structure of their alliance commitments. Therefore, variation in the structure of alliances and alliance portfolios is partially explained by the fact that some of these structures are better suited to mitigating the risk posed by potentially unreliable allies.

**Theory: The role of reputation in building alliance portfolios**

In this section, we follow Conybeare (1992) by suggesting that the broader collection of alliance commitments that compose states’ overall alliance portfolios can be usefully analogized to the collection of financial investments in investment portfolios. To begin, we assume that states invest in forming alliances because they have some expectation of potential benefits, or returns, from holding these contracts. However, we further assume that investments in alliances are always risky in that there is always some chance that a state will default on its promise to come to its partner’s assistance in the event of a war (Hafner-Burton, LeVeck & Victor, 2017a; Leeds, Long & Mitchell, 2000, 2003; Leeds, Mattes & Vogel, 2009; Leeds & Savun, 2007).

---

4 Conybeare (1992) details how each of the key concepts of portfolio theory formally elaborated by Markowitz, Miller, and Sharp are satisfied in the domain of military alliances, including the concepts of risk, return, correlation of returns, portfolio weights and asset, or portfolio dominance.
Treating alliance portfolios as simply collections of individual assets that are each characterized by some level of risk and return lends itself well to conventional methods of portfolio analyses. In finance, a common means for reducing risk is diversifying a portfolio by investing resources broadly in a variety of assets like stocks, bonds, and cash (Markowitz, 1959). Assuming investors do not know ex ante which assets will perform better than others, portfolio diversification limits the down-side risk of investing solely in the asset that turns out worst, though at the opportunity cost of investing completely in the one asset that turns out best. Conversely, a non-diversified portfolio invested in a single asset is fully exposed to movements in just that asset.

In terms of alliance investments, an undiversified alliance portfolio in which a state holds only one alliance commitment is far riskier with respect to the likelihood of abandonment than a diversified alliance portfolio in which a state holds multiple alliance commitments simultaneously. While the former has the advantage of limiting the transaction and coordination costs associated with alliance negotiations, it is also riskier in the sense that a single state may easily renounce on its alliance commitment in the event of a war. In this case, the expected value of the alliance portfolio depends fully on the reliability of a single alliance partner. A diversified alliance portfolio like NATO, by contrast, requires greater transaction and coordination costs upfront, but it has much lower exposure to the risk of abandonment should an alliance partner fail to provide assistance in the event of a war.

While states can never fully know in advance exactly which alliances commitments will prove reliable and which will not, they may form prior beliefs about the likelihood that an alliance partner will honor its commitment based on observable indicators like those reviewed in the previous section. For instance, states may update their beliefs about a partner’s reliability based on costly signals, such as whether a state honored its alliance commitments in the past (Cresczenzi et al., 2012; Gibler, 2008; LeVeck & Narang, 2017a; Mattes, 2012). In cases where a state has proven itself to be unreliable by defaulting on past alliance commitments, it is reasonable to expect that other countries forming subsequent alliances with this state will take this into account in structuring their alliance portfolios. They may be less willing to let unreliable states join them in bilateral alliances, where the impact of a single state defaulting is high. However, as discussed above, they might be relatively more willing to let these states join them in multilateral alliances where other members dilute the risk of abandonment from a single default. Unreliable states should thus be much more likely to end up in multilateral agreements that limit the risk of abandonment through diversification versus bilateral agreements that

![Figure 2. Histogram plotting the distribution in the total number of alliance members across multilateral alliances signed in the period 1919–2001](image)
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5 One might wonder if the applicability portfolio theory is limited if, in finance, an investor can freely choose across different investments, whereas in alliance formation, potential alliance partners need to accept the state as a partner. However, this distinction is illusory: market actors assembling financial portfolios are similarly constrained by the willingness of counter-parties to accept their investment. Market actors routinely reject offers of capital if the terms are unattractive, and they also exercise agency by rejecting offers of capital by not selling below a minimum price.
_play their partners fully exposed to this risk. This leads to the first hypothesis we test:

**Hypothesis 1:** More unreliable states will be more likely to enter a multilateral (rather than bilateral) alliance.

A good example of this hypothesized mechanism is the case of NATO expansion. NATO has undergone six rounds of enlargement since 1949 to reach its current membership of 28 states. The order in which new members were added to NATO was clearly not random. Instead, as Kamp (1995) summarizes, the sequence was a rational cost–benefit calculation by existing members with respect to whether NATO could function effectively as a military alliance once it expanded to include Eastern European countries in the fourth round. The specific concern among the original NATO members was that Eastern European states would prove to be unreliable allies both in their capabilities and their commitment to NATO’s mission. This created concern among founding members that NATO would dissolve into an ineffective decisionmaking body (Waltz, 2000). Ultimately – and only after successive rounds of admitting decidedly reliable Western European states like the United Kingdom in the founding round and Germany and Spain in the second and third rounds – NATO was willing to include riskier members that were potentially less reliable in the fourth round.

Note, however, that while simply adding greater numbers of alliance partners to a given agreement should – on average – decrease the risk posed by any one particularly risky security asset (Conybeare, 1992), it is not the optimal way to manage risk, particularly if the additional allies are subject to the same regional and temporal shocks that cause states to default on their obligations. Ideally, more reliable states would be included in an alliance to offset the risk posed by particularly unreliable states in a way such that the underlying risks are less correlated. The net effect is a portfolio diversified with respect to the risk of default. Much as financial investors may try to limit the downside of more variable assets like stocks by also investing in safer assets like bonds, very unreliable states may be admitted into alliances where their risk of default (abandonment) can be mitigated by other, particularly reliable states (Markowitz, 1959).

This suggests a second, corollary hypothesis about the internal composition of the multilateral alliance portfolios that would provide a sharper test of our theory. If the structure of alliance portfolios partly reflects a desire by states to reduce their overall risk of abandonment, then we would expect states to construct multilateral alliances in such a way to reduce the correlation in the risk of default among the members.

**Hypothesis 2a:** Compared to bilateral alliances, the risk of default by member-states will be less correlated in multilateral alliances.

Another corollary hypothesis about the internal composition of the multilateral alliance portfolios follows from the logic of rational portfolio diversification. As in the domain of financial portfolios, it is reasonable to expect that when states form alliances with more unreliable states, these same unreliable states will – on average – provide greater military capabilities to the alliance in order to compensate for the added risk of default through expected returns.

**Hypothesis 2b:** The more unreliable an alliance partner, the greater its military contribution will be in future alliances.

This hypothesis is important in understanding why states do not simply avoid forming alliances with unreliable partners altogether. Similar to how the increased risk of junk bonds is offset by potentially higher returns, riskier allies should return a higher yield to states holding their commitments. This argument is also consistent with earlier work, which argued that states sometimes prefer unreliable allies because those allies provide additional capabilities above and beyond what other, more reliable allies might provide (Cha, 2010; Miller, 2012).

Finally, we test a third related hypothesis in order to not underestimate the overall logic of portfolio theory. In addition to packaging unreliable security assets with reliable assets into a single multilateral alliance in order to mitigate the risk of an individual default, states may also reduce the risk of abandonment from an ally defaulting by signing multiple, discreet bilateral alliances. In theory, this is functionally equivalent to pooling risky assets in with less risky assets into a single multilateral alliance, as it also offsets potential losses that might be incurred from any single bilateral alliance. However, as a matter of practice, states may have a preference for signing bilateral alliances over multilateral alliances for a variety of

---

6 Miller argues that reliable states have an easier time finding other reliable allies and have greater autonomy within their alliances. He provides evidence from the Anglo-Japanese Treaty to show that agreements between reliable states contain lower levels of obligation, precision, and delegation (2012: 90).
reasons, including lower contracting costs (Hemmer & Katzenstein, 2002).

Hypothesis 3: States with more unreliable partners will sign a greater number of offensive and defensive bilateral alliances.

The above hypotheses notwithstanding, it is also important to briefly theorize about the costs to states from adding more allies to an alliance portfolio. This is important because – in focusing on the incentive for states to reduce the risk of default – the logic thus far might be taken to imply that states should sign the broadest possible alliance commitments with as many partners as possible. However, we know that this is not the case empirically. This is because states incur at least two types of costs that may increase simultaneously with the benefits of portfolio diversification. The first, mentioned above, comes in the form of greater transaction and coordination costs associated with adding more allies. The second is the risk of entrapment. At the same time that portfolio diversification can hedge against the added risk of an unreliable alliance partner abandoning its commitment, broader and more diverse portfolios may perversely increase the separate risk of entrapment simultaneously. This trade-off is increasingly well established in the literature (Benson, 2012; Cha, 2000; Fang, Johnson & Leeds, 2014; Morrow, 2000). Both types of costs suggest that portfolio diversification is more appropriately understood as an optimization problem rather than a maximization problem. In this way, it is important to understand the hypotheses above as comparative static claims that hold, ceteris paribus.

Research design: Measuring reputation

We test our hypotheses with a measure of reputation constructed using data on bilateral alliance violations in the period 1919–89, which we call Unreliability. Our measure of a state’s perceived Unreliability is simply the total number of times a state has violated one of its past alliances before time t. For example, if a state violated two alliances prior to time t, its unreliability score is simply 2. To determine which state was responsible for the violation that terminated an alliance, we rely on the dataset coded by Leeds, Mattes & Vogel (2009). According to this dataset, there were 71 alliance violations in the period between 1919 and 1989. This represents a substantial percentage of the 272 active alliances in this period that ended in violation (26%), and it suggests that each violation contains a significant amount of information, since a violation occurs in only the most unreliable quartile of alliances. Table A1 in the Online appendix shows the full list of alliance violators and year by the number of violations. Figure 3 displays the distribution of alliance violations (the independent variable) in two ways. On the left, we plot temporal variation in alliance violations across COW regions, along with a worldwide total, as shown in LeVeck & Narang (2017a). On the right, we provide a cross-sectional ‘heat-map’ that shades countries darker by their aggregate number of violations in the period.

Several studies in the previous literature have assumed that a reputation for unreliability is a characteristic attached to leaders rather than a characteristic of the state itself (Gibler, 2008; Mattes, 2012). These studies measure reputation using a binary variable that codes equally noisy with measurement error. As a result, multilateral violations may have less impact since other states presumably have the same problem of attribution. Lastly, using bilateral violations to predict both bilateral and multilateral alliance behavior is in line with previously published work, including Gibler (2008), Mattes (2012), Crescenzi et al. (2012), and LeVeck & Narang (2017a).

One risk of our measure is that it may lump together states with zero violations because they followed through on past commitments, with those that never had their commitment invoked. Ideally, we would control for the number of times a state has faced the choice to honor or violate its alliance. To address this, we include controls to proxy for how active a state is in alliance politics, including the number of alliances and measures like major power status and CINC.

We also follow Leeds, Mattes & Vogel (2009) in limiting the analysis to bilateral alliance violations. We do so because it is much more difficult for both states and analysts to attribute violations in a multilateral context (Leeds & Savun, 2007). Thus, any measure based on attributing violations in a multilateral context is likely to be more difficult for both states and analysts to attribute violations in a multilateral context (Leeds & Savun, 2007). Thus, any measure based on attributing violations in a multilateral context is likely to be more forgiving.

Leeds, Mattes & Vogel (2009) adopted the following rules: (1) if one state obviously violates terms of the alliance; (2) barring a clear violation, if one state unilaterally declares the alliance over or breaks diplomatic relations; (3) if there is no clear violation and no statement ending the alliance, a decision is made based on who most experts judge ended it.
Figure 3. Distribution of alliance violations
Plotted left: temporal variation in violations across COW regions, along with a worldwide total. Plotted right: ‘heat-map’ shading countries darker by their aggregate number of violations in 1919–89.
whether the current leader of a state previously violated an alliance. Relatedly, other studies assume that reputations exist at the level of the state, but that violations are forgotten after a finite time-span of ten years. Both measurement choices require equally strong assumptions about the dynamics of international reputation.

In contrast to some earlier studies, we prefer to measure reputation as a state-level characteristic for both substantive and technical reasons. First, alliances are ‘sticky’ in that they generally persist beyond a leader’s tenure. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that agreements are formalized to reflect factors beyond a leader’s narrow tenure. Second, leaders often have little time to form reputations before being replaced, especially in democratic systems. In these cases, it would strain plausibility that the reputation of a nation resets entirely every time a leader leaves office. A much more reasonable assumption is that there is at least some component of international reputation that endures from one administration to the next that may be embodied in the preferences of its citizens, the nature of its political institutions, or a number of other factors. Our only assumption is that states assess the future unreliability of potential alliance partners based – in part – on past alliance behavior, and that some component of these inferences are formulated based on domestic actors and institutions that are separate from the leader.

Finally, similar to Crescenzi et al. (2012) and LeVeck & Narang (2017a), we also model the decay in violations over time. We do this by including a linear term for the number of years since a state last violated an alliance. This is to control for the fact that a past violation may only impact a state’s reputation for a finite amount of time. We used a linear function because we do not know the exact functional form, and linear functions are known to be more robust to misspecification error (Dawes, 1979). In particular, they are more likely to correctly estimate the sign and general magnitude of a relationship, even when the ‘true’ function is not linear (Dawes, 1979). However, we also follow LeVeck & Narang (2017a) by allowing the decay function to be nonlinear and fitting a polynomial function. We report these results in Table A4 in the Online appendix. Allowing the decay function to be non-linear does not change the sign, magnitude, or significance of our main independent variable, Unreliability.

Analysis and results

Alliance unreliability and multilateral versus bilateral alliances

Hypothesis 1 expects that unreliable states will find it more difficult to enter into bilateral offensive and defensive alliances with other states than multilateral offensive and defensive alliances. Again, this is because more unreliable states represent riskier security assets that other states should be less willing to directly ally with in bilateral agreements, as they pose a higher risk of default based on past actions (Gibler, 2008; Leveck & Narang, 2017a). As a result, we posited that potential alliance partners should be more willing to admit these riskier assets into multilateral alliances that dilute the overall risk of abandonment in the event that an unreliable state fails to honor its commitment. To test this claim we examined if, each time a state gains an alliance, that alliance is either a multilateral alliance or a bilateral alliance as a function of a state’s reputation for unreliability using the measure described above. Specifically, we estimated the effect of reputation on this variable using a logistic regression for the following equation:

\[
\text{Pr}(\text{Multilateral alliance})_{it} = \alpha_i + \beta_1 \text{Unreliability}_{it} + \beta_2 X_{it}
\]

where \(X_{it}\) is a vector of controls for state \(i\) in year \(t\), and \(\alpha_j\) is a region fixed effect for state \(i\) in region \(j\), which allows us to capture known regional differences in states to form multilateral vs. bilateral alliances (Cha, 2010) (which may correlate with regional differences in state unreliability found by LeVeck & Narang, 2017a). We estimated the model using logistic regression with errors clustered by alliance to account for the fact that each state joining an alliance is not a statistically independent event. In two specifications, we also include a cubic time polynomial (Carter & Signorino, 2010) to account for any temporal changes in the baseline probability of

---

12 See Crescenzi et al. (2012: 9–11) for a reasoned justification of modeling reputation as a state-level characteristic.
13 Crescenzi et al. (2012: 264) provide the following illustration. ‘Do states erase their knowledge of prior interactions with changes of administrations? This seems unlikely. For example, consider the current leadership change in the United States. By all accounts, this change appears to signal a dramatic change in foreign policy strategy. Yet the commitments of the United States remain largely unchanged [. . .].’
14 We restrict our analysis to offensive and defensive alliances because they are the only alliances that obligate members to provide active military support. Because they are riskier, we expect leaders to account for the unreliability of potential allies in structuring alliance portfolios to offset some risk.
joining multilateral vs. bilateral alliances. For example, one might be concerned about the possibility that the frequency of multilateral alliances grows over time along with the cumulative number of violations, in which case a positive spurious relationship might emerge.

We include the following control variables for our baseline model:

- **Number of alliances**: Total number of alliances held by a country in the previous year. This proxies for how active a country is in alliance politics. If countries with a higher (lower) propensity to form alliances are also more (less) likely to violate their alliances, then this could confound our result.

- **Major power**: A dummy variable indicating whether a country is a major power. Empirically, major powers are more desirable partners, which means they find themselves included in a larger number of alliances despite past violations.

- **CINC score**: This further controls for a state’s relative capabilities, which is known to be correlated with alliance violations, and may also be correlated with state’s relative propensity to join multilateral (rather than bilateral alliances).

- **Democracy**: A dummy variable coding whether a country’s score is greater than 0 and, alternatively, greater than 6 on the Polity IV scale. Existing literature has shown that alliance reliability is correlated with regime-type (Gartzke & Gleditsch, 2004; Leeds, Long & Mitchell, 2003). Additionally, we know from previous work that democracies and autocracies are more likely to find themselves in alliances with their own regime-type (Lai & Reiter, 2000; Simon & Gartzke, 1996; Siverson & Emmons, 1996). If democracies also have a preference for forming broader, multilateral coalitions, this may confound our results.

- **MID previous one year and MID previous five years**: A dummy variable coding whether a country experienced a militarized interstate dispute in the previous one or five years based on the MID 4.0 data (Palmer et al., 2015). Threats to states may drive the structure of alliance formation and previous alliance violations.

- **Decay**: A linear term for the number of years since a state last violated an alliance. Violations may only impact reputation for a finite amount of time.

Table I reports the results for our regression in four models. Models 1 and 2 include MIDs over the previous one and five years, respectively, with only regional fixed effects, while Models 3 and 4 include MIDs over the previous one and five years, respectively, with regional fixed effects and time polynomials. Notice that, in all specifications, the coefficient on our main independent variable is significant and in the expected direction. States with a greater reputation for alliance unreliability are significantly more likely to form a multilateral alliance rather than a bilateral alliance conditional on gaining an alliance. Substantively, for every violation of an alliance in the past, a state is approximately 4% more likely to be packaged in a multilateral alliance instead of a bilateral alliance. This suggests that potential alliance partners are more willing to form alliances with unreliable states through multilateral agreements than bilateral agreements, as our theory predicts.

**Alliance unreliability, uncorrelated risk, and expected returns**
Hypotheses 2a and 2b can be seen as extensions of Hypothesis 1. If states construct multilateral alliances, in part, in an effort to dilute the added risk of default posed by an unreliable security asset, then one would expect the average covariance in the past alliance violations that comprise states’ unreliability to be lower for multilateral alliances compared to bilateral alliances. This is because simply adding more allies to an alliance alone may not substantially reduce the risk if many allies are subject to the same regional and temporal shocks that cause states to default on their obligations. Thus, states should construct multilateral alliances to reduce the covariance in the risk of default among the members as a strategy for reducing the overall risk of abandonment. To test this expectation, we compare the average pairwise covariance in the measured unreliability of members

---

15 Coding a country as a democracy if it is greater than 6 on the Polity scale, or using Polity as a continuous measure, does not substantively affect our results.

16 While we do not aim for prediction, the $R^2$ for in-sample prediction is 0.30 for the first two models and 0.35 for the second two models. Our unreliability variable increases the $R^2$ by one percentage point. This is statistically distinguishable from the null hypothesis of 0% according to a Wald test ($p < 0.006$).

17 In Table A2 in the Online appendix, we show that the results are also robust to an alternate measure of reliability used by LeVeck & Narang (2017a).
within multilateral alliances over time and we compare this to the covariance in the unreliability of members in bilateral alliances.

Figure 4 is a box plot showing the distribution of unreliability covariances across alliances. We subset the distribution of covariances for bilateral alliances on the left, and multilateral alliances on the right. As expected, Figure 4 shows that the covariance is much lower on average (as shown by the black line) and also more consistently lower (as shown by the box around the interquartile range for the 75th and 25th percentile).

Hypothesis 2b posits that if there is indeed a risk–return trade-off as implied by our portfolio theory, then we should generally expect a positive relationship between increasing unreliability of an alliance partner and the expected returns from including that alliance member in the portfolio. Specifically, we expect that when states form alliances with more unreliable states, these same unreliable states will – on average – provide greater military capabilities to the alliance in order to compensate for the added risk of default through expected returns.

Table I. Impact of unreliability on the probability of gaining offensive or defensive alliance, conditional on gaining a new alliance

| DV: Enter multilateral defensive alliance (versus bilateral) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | (1)             | (2)             | (3)             | (4)             |
| Unreliability   | 0.136*          | 0.135*          | 0.144*          | 0.145*          |
|                  | (0.059)         | (0.059)         | (0.060)         | (0.060)         |
| MID previous 1 year | -0.116       | -0.193          |                  |                  |
|                  | (0.276)         | (0.299)         |                  |                  |
| MID previous 5 year | 0.074       |                  | 0.124           |                  |
|                  | (0.275)         |                  | (0.302)         |                  |
| Decay            | 0.005           | 0.005           | 0.025           | 0.024           |
|                  | (0.015)         | (0.016)         | (0.020)         | (0.020)         |
| Major power      | 0.677           | 0.588           | 0.928           | 0.790           |
|                  | (0.608)         | (0.589)         | (0.581)         | (0.568)         |
| Democracy        | 1.058*          | 1.053*          | 1.038*          | 1.035*          |
|                  | (0.506)         | (0.508)         | (0.475)         | (0.476)         |
| Anocracy         | 0.842**         | 0.831*          | 0.508           | 0.503           |
|                  | (0.303)         | (0.306)         | (0.304)         | (0.302)         |
| Number of alliances | -0.127**     | -0.127**        | -0.153**        | -0.154**        |
|                  | (0.045)         | (0.045)         | (0.043)         | (0.045)         |
| CINC             | -11.075**       | -11.146**       | -12.173**       | -12.263**       |
|                  | (2.607)         | (2.612)         | (2.780)         | (2.791)         |
| Region fixed effects | X             | X               | X               | X               |
| Time polynomial  | X               |                  | X               |                  |
| Observations     | 602             | 602             | 602             | 602             |
| Log likelihood   | -312.816        | -312.895        | -287.266        | -287.457        |
| Akaike inf. crit. | 651.631       | 651.789         | 606.531         | 606.914         |

Robust standard errors in parentheses. **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, †p < 0.1.
To test this hypothesis, we fit an OLS regression between unreliability and two different operationalizations of military capabilities: CINC scores and Major power status. Figure 5 displays a histogram of every beta coefficient from each alliance in our analysis using each measure. As expected, the overwhelming majority of the coefficients are positive. For CINC score, we can reject the null hypothesis that the relationship in the median alliance is less than or equal to zero using either a Wilcoxon signed-ranked test ($p = 7.31 \times 10^{-7}$) or a sign test ($p = 5.19 \times 10^{-8}$). For Major power, we can reject the null hypothesis that the relationship in the median alliance is less than or equal to zero using either a Wilcoxon signed-ranked test ($p = 6.66 \times 10^{-8}$) or a sign test ($p = 6.53 \times 10^{-11}$). Taken together, we believe this provides strong evidence towards our theory, as risk appears strongly associated with higher expected return in multilateral alliances.

When combined with our finding from Hypothesis 1 that unreliable allies are more likely to enter a multilateral alliance, the results for both aspects of Hypothesis 2 provide evidence that offensive and defensive multilateral alliances are constructed in a way that helps manage and offset the risk posed by allies with worse reputations. Consistent with portfolio theory, the composition of multilateral alliances appears to be structured to reduce the covariance in alliance risk and to offset the risk of default through greater returns in the form of military contributions to the alliance.

Alliance unreliability and the number of bilateral alliances

Hypothesis 3 expects that states in bilateral alliances with unreliable partners will be more likely to hedge against the risk of that partner defaulting by signing a greater number of bilateral alliances with other states. To test this expectation, we estimated a model where the dependent variable is the total number of bilateral alliances a state has in a given year (see Figure 1). Our main independent variable is the Unreliability score of a state’s most unreliable partner. These partners represent the weakest link in a state’s bilateral alliance portfolio. The regression equation is:

$$\text{#Alliances}_{it} = \alpha_i + \beta_1 \max\{\text{partner unreliability scores}\}_{it} + \beta X_{it}$$

We estimated the equation using an OLS regression with White’s standard errors, clustered by state. Each observation is a state-year where state $i$ was in at least one bilateral alliance in year $t$. In addition to controls that we used when testing Hypothesis 1, we added a state’s own Unreliability score to control for the fact that both the number of alliances held (the dependent variable) and a state’s propensity to sign alliances with unreliable states (the independent variable) might each be a function of the state’s own unreliability. In two specifications, we also add a state-level fixed effect to control for any temporal changes in states’ general propensity to hold a certain number of alliances.

The results are shown in Table II. As predicted, there is a positive association between how unreliable a state’s most unreliable partner is, and the number of bilateral alliances signed by a state. Substantively, if a state’s least reliable ally has one more violation, on average, it

---

18 The $R^2$ is 0.56 for the first two models and 0.86 for the second two models. Removing our unreliability variable reduces the $R^2$ by 37 percentage points ($p < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$ according to a Wald test).
increases the size of the state’s bilateral alliance portfolio by about 5%. This evidence suggests that states in bilateral alliances with unreliable partners do appear to hedge against the risk of that partner defaulting by signing a greater number of bilateral alliances. However, we note that although this result is fully consistent with the expectation derived from the theory, it does not fully exclude the alternative possibility that states with many bilateral alliances may be more likely to have at least one alliance partner with a poor reputation. Therefore, this result should be interpreted with some caution.

### Conclusion

We conclude by returning to the questions motivating this article. Does international reputation matter? If so, why do states sometimes sign alliances with demonstrably unreliable partners? This is puzzling because a poor reputation should signal several risks outlined at the outset of this article. As a result, one might expect demonstrably unreliable states to be largely precluded from gaining future alliances. Thus, the fact that unreliable states frequently form new alliances might suggest that reputation only has a weak effect on alliance politics.

Yet, despite the arguments above, this article demonstrates that international reputation actually matters in ways that are often overlooked. While previous work has shown how perceptions of alliance reliability affect the quantity and quality of future alliances, we argued that alliance reliability should also affect how future alliance portfolios are structured. Specifically, we demonstrate that more unreliable alliance partners appear to cause states to rationally diversify their overall alliance portfolios in order to hedge against a greater risk of abandonment.

This article is also the first to identify and characterize variation in alliance portfolio-structure as a broader theoretical and empirical puzzle. To date, there does not
exist any theoretically coherent models to explain why states prefer cooperating with allies through multilateral alliance portfolios over bilateral alliance portfolios. Nor has there been a particularly clear explanation for why states sometimes sign a large number of bilateral alliances. As it turns out, states’ preferences for multilateral versus bilateral alliances systematically vary with their need to manage the risk posed by unreliable allies. Similarly, the risk posed by unreliable partners may drive states to sign a larger number of bilateral alliances.

Together, these arguments suggest that previous work on alliances was correct to see alliance agreements as analogous to bonds (Conybeare, 1992; LeVeck & Narang, 2017a; Mattes, 2012). What previous work missed, however, is that investors do not simply manage risk and return through the creation and acquisition of single financial instruments. Instead, investors also manage the structure of aggregate portfolios (Markowitz, 1959). Our results show that states use similar techniques when managing the risk and returns of alliance agreements. This article therefore follows previous research by showing how very general theoretical frameworks, developed outside of political science, can help in politics (see Fearon, 1995, 1998; Horowitz & Narang, 2014; Lake, 1999; Narang, 2015b, 2018b).

Replication data

The dataset, codebook, and do-files for the empirical analysis in this article, as well as the Online appendices, can be found at http://www.prio.org/jpr/datasets.
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